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client vision, objectives, brief

A contemporary 4 star+ hotel and serviced apartments, along with associated service facilities and commercial tenancies, to provide a broader
range of travellers’ accommodation within the Manukau central area.
Site
•

Basement level and entry level parking, including parking for the separate tenancy(s), hotel and apartments (1 car park per apartment
minimum), with secure vehicular access for the basement parking levels.

•

Visibility and (pedestrian) accessibility from Redoubt Road, as well as from Lakewood Court to the rear of the site.

•

External landscaped entry plaza oriented to the sun but protected from the motorway noise.

Ground Floor
•

Entry and visitor level, including

•

Hotel entry, Reception, Concierge

•

Conference facilities combined with

•

Restaurant and bar, plus lounge

•

Commercial professional tenancies (banks/accountants/lawyers)

Second Floor
•

Gym, spa and pool

General Hotel Floors
•

A mix of studio rooms and one and two bedroom suites.

General Apartment Floors
•

A mix of studios and one and two bedroom apartments.

•

Penthouse level, one, two and three bedroom premium apartments.

Environment
• maximise views, sunlight, security, internal flexibility, minimise noise, exposure
• reduced glazing to the southern façade
• local indoor/outdoor transitional perimeter
• green rated material palette using recycled and renewable resources and low VOC materials wherever possible
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key proposal features
Key Proposal Statistics
Site/Basement
•

Sheltered, sunny, ground floor plaza on grade with the north-western access point from Redoubt Rd (direction from the Manukau CBD).

•

Retention of established palm trees on Redoubt Rd, plus perimeter planting and landscaping to soften the transition zones.

•

Use of existing ROW from Redoubt Rd, with through-site vehicular access and separate defined pedestrian access to Lakewood Court.

•

Large commercial tenancy, with street-front canopy and separate access.

•

135 basement car parks, plus 50 on grade parks and one truck loading space

•

Space for basement storage and BOH service space.

Ground Floor
•

Concierge/reception

•

2 No. inter-connecting function rooms and function lobby

•

Bar/Lounge

•

Restaurant

•

Commercial tenancy

•

Administration and BOH space

First Floor
•

Spa/Gym/Pool

•

12 No. studio rooms

General Hotel Floors (2-4)
•

20 No. studio rooms, 5 no. one bedroom premium suites

General Apartment Floors (5-12)
•

8 No. one bedroom apartments, 2 no. two bedroom apartments

Penthouse Apartment Floor (P)
•

1 No. one bedroom premium apartment, 1 no. two bedroom premium apartment and 4 No. three bedroom apartments.
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design philosophy and design response
Design Generators and Philosophy
The Client’s principal driver for the project is to service a demand within the central Manukau metropolitan area for large scale, quality
hotel accommodation. The aim is to provide a range of accommodation options and services for the traveller, from hotel to serviced
apartment options, all under the umbrella of providing 4 star+ amenity and quality. The aim is create a modern, contemporary complex
that has enduring beneficial significance for the Manukau CPD.
The basic building block of the design is a 8m x 4m module which can be aggregated to create a combination of different accommodation
typologies, from premium studio hotel room to two or three bedroom apartments. A double module of 8m x 8m provides a good structural
grid and accommodates an efficient parking layout.
Because of the proposed scale of the development, it has been envisaged as an aggregation of built forms, with the various functions
within the complex informing the grouping and articulation of the overall building. The result is a layering of elements, which helps ground
the building while signifying the diversity of use and accommodation within the site. While the design is generally mediated by function,
with consideration to the scale, proportion and rhythm of the final building, there are also references to aviation themes and Pacific resort
architecture, in the tapered balconies and roof and wide, cantilevered eaves.
Design Development
The design incorporates a thirteen storey hotel and serviced apartment complex, sitting on an expansive, single level podium with street
level entry plaza and two “basement” car parking levels accessed from the rear of the building (from Lakewood Court). The site slopes
approximately 6 metres from front to rear (north to south) with a primary street frontage to Redoubt Rd and a secondary ROW access
from Lakewood court to the rear. A through-site link has been incorporated into the design, encompassing both separate vehicular and
pedestrian traffic.
In the design, the two car park levels are below the level of the Redoubt Rd street frontage, but are exposed to Lakewood court. Entry to
them is via a short ramp, which gives access to the upper basement level. There is an internal circulation route to the lower basement
level. While access of Redoubt Rd is one way (IN) only, there is a two way vehicle ramp that links Lakewood Court with the entry plaza.
It is envisaged that (tour) buses will access the hotel from Redoubt Rd and exit via Lakewood Court. There is sufficient access width to
allow for bus parking in conjunction other vehicle movements. The roof over the ground floor tenancy has been extended westwards over
the vehicle route to create a de facto porte cochere.
This drop-off area is linked to the main hotel entrance via a protected, colonnaded pedestrian walkway running along in front of the
tenancy space. In response to comments from the pre-application meeting, this promenade has been widened and simplified and the
entry has been extended out and turned towards the west, to make it more visible from the through-site pedestrian link. The entry area
itself is signified more strongly by the extension down of the main column support of the corner of the building above.
As noted, the site also has a through site pedestrian link, from the NW corner of the Redoubt Rd boundary through to Lakewood Court,
skirting the edge of the commercial tenancy. The tenancy itself has been kept open and transparent, to reinforce the vistas through the
site. Again in response to pre-application comments, the pedestrian access to the site has been modified. Suggestions were made that
the main pedestrian access should be central within the northern boundary, to prevent a clash between foot and vehicular traffic, but this
was not possible due to the contours of the site in this area.
Instead, the car parking area in the main hotel forecourt has been simplified and the entry to the site from Redoubt Rd has been modified,
to allow the pedestrian path to extend along the western boundary before crossing toward the building opposite the porte cochere area.
The primacy of this access-way is signified via the use of different paving materials. The changes to the car parking configuration to the
front of the building has allowed for additional landscaping to be employed, softening the courtyard and entry.
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design response
The hotel complex has been massed in classical style, with the tower element sitting on a wider plinth, which helps to ground the building
and break down the overall scale of the development. The entry level plinth contains the hotel reception area and commercial tenancy, as
well as separate conference, restaurant and bar facilities. The latter spaces link to a sheltered, north-facing terrace courtyard. The hotel
and apartment element is also articulated as base and tower, reflecting the nominal division of hotel rooms on the first four floors and
apartments on the floors above. The first floor incorporates not only studio hotel rooms, but also an indoor lap pool and associated gym
and spa facilities. These are largely open to the surrounding area, to give plenty of natural light and to engage with the surrounding
neighbourhood.
An important urban design consideration in the development of the design was the relationship between the tower element and the
ground floor entry podium and between this podium and the Redoubt Rd street view and link. The plaza level is set at the same level as
Redoubt Rd footpath at the north-west corner of the site, which is the direction of pedestrian approach from the Manukau City centre,
allowing for good visibility and easy pedestrian access from the path. The plaza is set back, maintaining the existing palm trees and
provision for soft landscaping at the front edge of the site. The forecourt area of the plaza is north-west facing, with deep eaves, giving
sheltered space at the entry.
The base design element of the internal plan is the premium studio hotel room module (8m x 4m) which, when doubled, creates a one or
two-bedroom suite. Because of the 4m module width, the bedrooms within the apartments are all of good size and proportion. The main
tower is elongated on an east-west axis, allowing for good utilisation of sun and daylight. On the hotel levels, the circulation is central,
with a double-loaded corridor, creating efficient circulation space and multiple hotel (short stay) rooms. On the upper levels, which are
designed for longer stay serviced apartment accommodation, the longer eastern wing is single loaded, with all apartments north-facing. In
the western wing only one apartment per floor has a south-facing aspect, with the end apartments getting morning or afternoon sun. The
hotel rooms are all internal, to mitigate traffic noise at the lower level, whereas the upper floors feature large tapered balconies with solid
balustrades, to focus the view towards the distance, rather than towards to adjacent motorway network.
While the hotel building has been designed to be stand-alone, the site planning has also been mindful of the new apartment tower
(Lakewood Plaza) that is about to start construction on the adjacent site to the west. This development is of similar height and scale, but
with a north-south orientation. The hotel building sits some distance back from the western boundary and is at right angles to the
apartment building, creating a balanced, synergistic relationship between the two developments.
The exterior palette for the hotel building is intentionally simple, to ensure efficiency of construction and robustness and quality of finish.
The external wall/roof elements are envisaged as a combination of aluminium composite panels for the hotel levels and painted precast
concrete panels and balconies for the upper levels, with lightweight concrete infill. The façade will be complemented with areas of fully
engineered curtain wall glazing. The ground floor plaza facades will feature extensive louvres to the convention centre walls and marble
and copper feature elements to the hotel entry.
Total Accommodation Numbers
•69 studios (32 sqm)
•76 one bedroom apartments (48 sqm) (bedroom size 3.8 x 3.0m)
•22 two bedroom apartments (79 sqm) (min. bedroom size 3.8 x 3.0m)
•3 three bedroom apartments (120 sqm) (min. bedroom size 3.5.x 3.4m)
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the four principles of good design – a summary
IDENTITY
The proposed building addresses a market need within the Manukau city centre, but does so with an acknowledgement of its location
and context. Rather than creating blank wall facades, the design utilises deep, tapered balconies and a large floating roof above a
penthouse level to create an echo of Pacific resort architecture, while the roof itself is also reminiscent in shape and form of a aircraft
wing. The scale of the hotel itself is articulated in a classical tradition of plinth, base and tower, which breaks down the building to a more
human scale, with the podium level addressing the street. The extended ground floor function area creates partial enclosure to the entry
terrace, which is oriented towards the Manukau centre. While the hotel building has been designed to be stand-alone, the site planning
has also been mindful of the new apartment tower (Lakewood Plaza) that is about to start construction on the adjacent site to the west.
This development is of similar height and scale, but with a north-south orientation. The hotel building sits some distance back from the
western boundary and is at right angles to the apartment building, creating a balanced, synergistic relationship between the two
developments. The two entry plazas have similar orientations, the adjacent sites stepping down along the slope of Redoubt Rd. In this
way, the two buildings become a landmark edge, a corner to the Manukau city centre.
DIVERSITY
The hotel will add a new element and layer of visitor accommodation to the Manukau City centre, which doesn’t currently have a quality
inner city hotel. This will add variation and vibrancy to the centre of the city. At the same, the design has been based on a module which
can be adaptable to both short and long term accommodation, hence the current mix of hotel accommodation and serviced apartments,
which allows for adaptability within the changing urban environment, as patterns of living change.
INTEGRATION
The building sits comfortably with the Lakewood Plaza building next door, each different but collectively helping define the other. The
building not only forms an edge to the city, but helps define the Lakewood Court precinct. Like its neighbour, it features a through-site
pedestrian link, which facilitates movement between the Manukau centre and the developing activity within Lakewood Court.
EFFICIENCY
On a macro scale, the hotel is situated adjacent to the established airport motorway link, giving convenient access for visitors to the city
and country. On a smaller scale, the site is adjacent to myriad transport options, from car, bus, train and pedestrian and activities, from
Rainbows End to the new white water centre, making it ideal for a hotel. Sitting adjacent to the motorway, on a substantial slope and with
the busy Redoubt Rd with its restriction of entry only access to the north, the site was potentially problematic to develop and integrate into
the urban fabric. Instead the hotel design, with its plaza level addressing the street, basement parking taking advantage of the slope and
through-site linkages adding permeability, will add texture and structure to a marginal site on the city margin.
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existing site plan
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proposed site plan
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floor plan, basement level 2
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floor plan, basement level 1
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floor plan, plaza entry level
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floor plan, first hotel level
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floor plan, typical hotel level
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floor plan, typical serviced apartment level
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floor plan, penthouse level
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north elevation
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Site section
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3D view – looking from north west (view from Manukau City centre)
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3D view – looking from north west (view from Manukau City centre)
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3D view – looking from south west (view from Lakewood Court)
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3D view – looking from Lakewood Court
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3D view – looking from Redoubt Road
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3D view – looking from East
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3D view – looking from Redoubt Road
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Context 3D view – 1
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Context 3D view – 2
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Context 3D view – 3
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Context 3D view – 4
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